SME/HPC project
Enabling SMEs to gain
competitive advantage from
the use of HPC

Additionally, they listened to a success story
directly from a representative for SME,
which managed to find solutions to their
challenges
and
discovered
new
opportunities by using HPC technologies.
The challenge of the event consisted of
technical exercises.

On-The-Job Experience at Arctur d.o.o
Increasing the uptake of the use of HPC by
micro-enterprises and SMEs through the
development of tailormade HPC training
programmes for both micro-enterprise and
SME owner/managers and their staffs as
well as for academics in Higher Education
Institutions (HEIs).

2nd SME HPC Summer School
The 2nd SME/HPC Summer School was
held from October 23rd till October 25th
2019. It was organised by the Faculty of
Information Studies and Vega Press Ltd.

A two-day "On-The-Job Experience"
event took place at the headquarters of
Arctur d.o.o. in Nova Gorica (Slovenia) on
the 10th and 11th of October. The event
represents the official conclusion of the
training, which was held at the University of
Northumbria at Newcastle, UK earlier this
year. The main aim of the training was to
train participating SME/HPC staff to design
and deliver HPC training courses for and to
enterprises.

The main aim of the organizer was to bring
together young and advanced scholars and
researchers with future HPC practitioners
from the field of business and informatics to
disseminate knowledge on the HPC in the
region.

The Summer School consisted of the
following sessions:
•
Participants of the event had the opportunity
to learn about real use cases of HPC usage.

•

Boosting research and innovation by
promoting HPC usage among SMEs,
Stakeholders, key partners and the role of
regional, international and European
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•
•
•

environment in supporting research and
innovation for HPC usage among SMEs,
Sharing of learning experiences – cross
fertilization with DTP Interreg InnoHPC
project,
SME/HPC Capacity Building for HEI
and SMEs,
Discussion about how can SMEs benefit
from HPC.

Erasmus+ Thematic Cluster Meeting on
University-Business Cooperation
SME/HPC project partner representatives
Katja Schweser from Ambrosys and Borut
Rončević from Vega Press Ltd. attended the
Thematic
Cluster
Meeting
on
"University-Business Cooperation" that
took place in Brussels on 23rd October 2019.
It was organized by the Directorate General
for Education Youth Sport and Culture (DG
EAC) and the Education, Audiovisual and
Culture Executive Agency (EACEA).

SME/HPC project partner representatives
Katja Schweser from Ambrosys and Borut
Rončević from Vega Press Ltd. attended the
8th European University Business
Forum, held from 24th to 25th of October in
Brussels, Belgium.
The Forum brought together policymakers,
representatives from higher education,
business and other stakeholders to discuss
and debate the role of university-business
cooperation
for
innovation
and
sustainable development. It provided a
unique opportunity for discussion, the
sharing of experience, the exchange of good
practices, networking and mutual learning.

The Forum featured plenary and parallel
sessions, keynote and panel discussions,
pitches and interactive workshops. It also
hosted an exhibition with a number of
projects demonstrating how cooperation
between higher education and business
works in practice.
The main objectives were (i) to share the
results and good practices of projects, (ii) to
identify and support possible synergies
between projects, (iii) to facilitate
networking and strengthen the KA
Community and (iv) to discuss topics that
are of common interest.
Borut Rončevič was a moderator of the
ICT Cluster.

Strategic Workshop in Waterford
SME/HPC partner Waterford Institute of
Technology organized the Strategic
Workshop, held on the 5th of November
2019.
The event was attended by 16 participants
who are representatives of the public sector,
business and research organisations.

8th European University Business Forum
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More information about HPC is available
HERE:
https://insidehpc.com/hpc-basic-training/whatis-hpc/
To learn more about the project, please visit
our Webpage: https://www.smehpc.eu/ .

A representative from the Irish Centre for
High-End Computing (ICHEC) presented
what HPC is and how it can be used.

Partners of the project:

The event concluded with a discussion and
debate on HPC in the South East region
in order to validate recommendations for
region specific action guidelines.

Follow us on:

https://www.smehpc.eu/
https://www.facebook.com/smehpc/
https://twitter.com/sme_hpc
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